
The Creator Z16 is the next chapter in design

and performance. It comes in a gorgeous

Lunar Gray Color and CNC unibody chassis

with next generation performance, Mini LED

keyboard, long-lasting battery and a

stunning QHD display.
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Audience

Aesthetic Living-Style,

Artistry Creators

(Space) Scientists, 

AI Computing  

Animation, 

Architecture, STEM



Creator Z16 offers a vibrant 16-inch QHD+ 

Display with a 16:10 golden ratio aspect. 

Featuring a touch screen with factory-

calibrated color accuracy to give you 

stunning details and seamless interaction 

with photos and videos. The P3 wide color 

gamut achieve better color reproduction for 

accurate and detailed visuals. Visualize your 

3D animation, rendering and videos where 

ever you go with precision.

Striking Visuals

100% DCI-P3 Delta E <2



The touchscreen display makes navigation

easier and increase your overall productivity.

The multi-touch function allows for quicker

and more intuitive interactions: fast-scrolling,

pinch-to-zoom, and gesturing commands.

The Creator Z16 also supports Flip-n-Share,

users are able to lay it 180° and share their

screen with a single button on F12.

Tap into your Creation



Multi-task with up to 1+2 Monitors

Expand your vision across multiple display with 
2x Thunderbolt 4 for some extra productivity.

Support Screen Extension via Duet Display

Turn your tablet into a second display with zero lag with 
MSI's exclusive “Duet Display” support on iOS devices.



The Creator Z16 combines rounded and fluid

form with sleek edges to give it unique shape

and design. Carries a tasteful and stylish CNC

unibody design with Lunar Gray finish. Like

the phases of the moon, in a variety of light

the Creator Z16 gives subtle yet gorgeous

details.

Beauty in 

Every Detail



The Creator Z16 offers a full range of high performing ports. Including 

Thunderbolt™ 4 that offers connectivity with versatility and speed, 

supporting up to 40Gps bandwidth with daisy chain capabilities. 

Also featuring UHS-III high speed card reader, to save you more 

time when transferring raw videos up to 624Mb/s—when you need 

that extra flexibility to save and share your ideas instantly.

CONNECT TO ALL POSSIBILITIES



“MSI have made 

a big effort to 

evolve their 

Creator Series”

- Colie Wertz
Concept Artist & Modeler

for Star Wars Prequels, Iron 

Man, Captain America: Civil 
War and Dune.



The Creator Z16 gives you cross-generation performance. 

Thanks to the latest Intel® Core™ 11th Gen i7 processor 

with up to 8 cores and 4.6GHz dual core turbo frequency 

of processing power—40% more performance compare 

to last generation . So when you are creating 

multilayered projects, particle simulation in Blender, or 

graphic design in Photoshop, it will handle your tasks with 

ease.

Leap in 

Performance



Multi-Core 

Performance Rendering
The Creator Z16 sports the latest Intel i7-11800H 
CPU and NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3060 GPU, 

improving the work efficiency of creative 

software on a large scale. Compare to the 

latest MacBook Pro there is a significant 

increase in multi-core rendering by up to 50%. 

The Creator Z16 stabilizes and speeds up the 

process through the hardware acceleration 

and greatly shortening the time required for 3D 
rendering, graphics and video coding.



Software Support



If you can imagine it, NVIDIA Studio Laptops 

powered by GeForce RTX 30 Series GPUs will bring it 

to life. With 2x the rendering performance and up to 

2x the graphics memory of the 20 Series, editing up 

to 8K HDR RAW video and working with extra-large 

3D models is snappier than ever. Enjoy the rich, 

pixel-accurate display that will catch every detail in 

3D animation, true-to-life shadows simulation, god 

rays rendering. The Creator Z16 lets you freely switch 

from professional creation and leisure 

entertainment.

30 IS THE NEW 20



If your aspirations stretch beyond the creative

world, Studio laptops also feature acceleration

for dozens of applications in STEM, including

engineering, computer science, data science,

and economics applications. From Matlab

and SOLIDWORKS to TensorFlow and SciKit-

Learn, study smarter with NVIDIA Studio.

STEM and Data Science

Explore New Interests



Smooth Workflow to Save More Time—Speed

up your inspiration and enhance your multi-

task work efficiently with the 11th Gen Intel

Processor and GeForce RTX 30 Series GPU,

which accelerate your whole creativity

process and help you save time to do more.

Accelerate Your Creativity
Creator Z16

(11th i7 + RTX 3060)

DXXX XXS 17

(10th i7 + RTX 2060)

Creator 15

(9th i7 + RTX 2060)

152% 145%

100% 100%

86%

72%



The Creator Z16 uses the latest Wi-Fi 6E to

deliver stunning speed while keeping the

network smooth and stable more than ever

before. With its outstanding throughput and

low latency, you can always enjoy smooth

streaming for videos, downloads or expressing

your creativity uninterrupted.

Extraordinary 

Wireless Experience



The Creator Z16 provides a large 

90Whr battery and fast-charge 

architecture that adapts to the 

way you work. For you to quickly 

recharge and ready to go

Anytime. 

Anywhere.



With the world’s thinnest 0.1mm fan blade and

redesigned thermals, the new Cooler Boost

Trinity+ in the Creator Z16 enhances maximum

airflow to provide the best multi-tasking

processing performance at any time

KEEPING IT COOL



The Creator Z16 is the first to use MiniLED 

backlit keyboard that illuminates even 

brighter in dimly lit environment, easily record 

the muse you caught in a flash and 

personalize to your taste with per-key RGB 

backlight by Steelseries.

LIKE MAGIC,

BUT BETTER.



Enjoy your favorite playlist or podcast with a whole 

new level of audio by world-class Dynaudio sound 

system. With 4 Speakers and specialize tuning 

engine, it generates a deep bass and precise 

vocals for an immersive auditory sensation. Enjoy 

audio as it was intended.

Auditory Euphoria



To purse the best of the best, the 

product meets the MIL-STD-810G

military standard for reliability and 

durability. We strives for 

professionalism with world-leading 

technology. Pursue your passion 

without worries

Durable.

Reliable.



Built-in Protection
Securely access your laptop with facial recognition or 

fingerprint sensing, protect your important sensitive projects. 

It’s 3x times faster to login with biometric authentication 

than typing with a password. Enjoy password-free 

experience on supported web service with the latest FIDO 2 

authentication.



A reconstructed edition of the 2021 

MSI Center will be upgraded to a Pro 

version which includes 5 main 

categories for users easily to get 

started with their MSI laptops. 

MSI Center

Main Function

Simple interface design 

which shows the basic 

system information 

Smart

Optimization

Improve system 

stability via 

AI optimization

System

Analysis

Regular examination 

& analysis to find 

issues

Customer

Service

Solve issues 

immediately & 

provide support

Settings

& Utility

Common options,

user customization



Creator Z16

Highlights
0.64 in

5.07lbs

+



MSI Creator Z16 Apple MacBook Pro 16

Dimensions
14.13 x 10.08 x 0.64 in

5.07lbs
14.09 x 9.68 x 0.63 in

4.4lbs

Panel 
16” 16: 10 

2560 x 1600
QHD+ , 120Hz 100% DCI-P3 , 400 nits, Touch panel 

16“ 16:10
3072 x 1920

Only 60Hz max, Not Touch

CPU
Up to Intel i9-11900H

11° Gen Intel Processor
(Faster multi-core rendering)

Intel i9-9880H
9° Gen Intel Processor

(Slower processing, older generation)

GPU
NV RTX 3060

(Higher overall performance/speed/dynamic lighting)
AMD Radeon Pro 5500M

(Less frame capbility/ less rendering speed)

Internet
Wifi 6E , Killer AX 1675 (2x2)

Bluetooth v5.2
(increase streams, higher connection speed)

Wifi 5 , Broadcom
Bluetooth v5.0

(limited dual band configuration)

WebCam
IR HD Camera

(faster login, security)
HD Camera

(no IR cam to scan face/security)

Memory
Up to DDR4-3200, 2 Slot, 64GB

(upgradeability)
16G / 32G / 64G on board SD RAM

(no upgradeability)

Storage
2 x M.2 SSD PCI Gen4 x 4

(expandability, any brands)

APPLE SSD 
Up to 8TB

(no upgradeability)

Audio 4x  Speakers (louder/cleaner audio)
2 x Speakers
(less volume)

I/O
2 x Thunderbolt 4 (more display, faster throughput)

2 x Type-A USB3.2 Gen2
1 x Micro SD

4 x Thunderbolt 3 (PD  Charging)
(slower speed, only 1 display output)

Battery 4-Cell 90Wh battery 99.8Wh battery 



MSI Creator Z16
Apple MacBook Pro 

16

Thermal
3 Fans  5pipes 

(better cooling)

2 Fans + 1 pipe
(runs hotter)

Chassis
Full Metal CNC 

Glass panel surface
Full Metal CNC 

Glass panel surface

Panel angle
Full flat

180 degree (more productivity/ 

intuitive design)

~135 degree

Touch panel
Support 10 finger touch panel 

(more gesture)
X

Keyboard 
Per-key RGB Keyboard 

(personalize experience)
Single White Color

SW
MSI Center (monitor/tweak 

performance)
X



Configuration
Processor 11th Gen. Intel® Core™ i7 processor 

Graphics NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 3060 Laptop GPU 6GB GDDR6

Display 16” 16: 10 ratio, QHD+ , 120Hz, 100% DCI-P3, 400 nits, Touch panel, support True Pixel 

Memory Up to DDR4-3200, 2 Slot, Max 64GB

Storage Up to 2x NVMe PCIe Gen4 x 4 SSD

Webcam IR HD type (30fps@720p)

Keyboard Per-key RGB MiniLED Keyboard

Communication Intel Wi-Fi 6E AX210 (802.11ax) + Bluetooth 5.2

Connectivity
2 x Thunderbolt 4,  2x Type-A USB3.2 Gen2, 1x Micro SD Card Reader (Support UHS-III) , 1x Audio 
Combo Jack

Audio 4x Stereo Speaker by Dynaudio, Hi-Res Audio Certified, Nahimic

Adapter / Battery 180W AC adapter / 90 Whr battery (support fast charging)

Dimension/Weight 14.13"x10.08"x0.64“ / 5.07 lbs


